1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Multiprocessor systems-on-chip (MPSoCs) \[[@bib1]\] are currently one of the fastest growing areas in computing. An extensive increase in the size of the chip and the number of transistors per unit area allows developing chips with tens and hundreds of processor cores even now. At the same time, the problem of effective organization of a communication subsystem that would ensure quick data exchange between nodes of such NoCs is becoming urgent \[[@bib2]\].

Since communication is carried out within the framework of a single chip, laws and principles that exist in telecommunication networks work differently in NoCs; therefore, the development of new solutions and methods for organizing data transfer in such networks is required. In particular, it is the topology that has a significant impact on NoC performance. The most common are classical regular topologies such as mesh \[[@bib3]\] and torus \[[@bib4]\], which do not always meet modern requirements for NoCs, especially with an increase in the number of nodes \[[@bib5]\]. Different researchers suggest other topology options among which we can distinguish hypercube \[[@bib6], [@bib7], [@bib8]\], chordal ring \[[@bib9], [@bib10]\], spidergon \[[@bib11]\], L-networks \[[@bib12]\]. Their feature is that they can be reduced to presentation in the form of ring-like graphs called circulant topologies in the general form. Optimal circulants have several significant advantages over mesh and torus topologies -- better structural survivability, reliability, and connectivity \[[@bib13], [@bib14]\]. Moreover, the mathematical aspects of the theory of circulant graphs are studied quite well; such families of graphs as recursive circulants \[[@bib15]\], multiplicative circulants \[[@bib16]\], ring circulants \[[@bib14]\] having quite interesting properties are known. The previously mentioned topologies (hypercube, chordal ring, etc.), in theory, are also close to circulant topologies and often are a special case of circulant subfamily, but of a holistic consideration of circulant networks as topologies for developing NoCs has not been fully made before. It is necessary to study circulant topologies and routing algorithms in them taking into account the chip resources necessary to implement such NoCs.

2. Background {#sec2}
=============

2.1. Two-dimensional circulants {#sec2.1}
-------------------------------

A non-oriented graph with set of vertices $V = \left\{ {1,...,N - 1} \right\}$ and set of edges $E = \left\{ {\left\{ {I,j} \right\}:\left| I–j \right| \equiv s_{m}\ \text{mod}\ N,m = 1,\ldots,k} \right\}$ is called a circulant graph \[[@bib13]\] ($S = s_{1},s_{2},\ldots,s_{k}$ -- generators, $N$ -- number of graph vertices) ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The signature $C\left( {N;s_{1},s_{2},...,s_{k}} \right)$ is a representation of a circulant as a ring-like regular structure, where every vertex is connected by chords $s_{1},\ldots,s_{k}$ with successive and previous vertices.Figure 1Circulant graph $C\left( {17;2,5} \right)$.Figure 1

The most common are two-dimensional circulants of type $C\left( {N;s_{1},s_{2}} \right)$ which have the same degree of vertices as mesh and torus topologies. This allows the use of routers with 4 inputs/outputs previously developed by other researches (for example, Netmaker library \[[@bib17]\]).

The main characteristic of any graph is its diameter: $d\left( C \right) = \max\limits_{i,j \in V}\ \text{len}\left( i,j \right)$, where $\text{len}\left( i,j \right)$ -- length of the shortest path from vertex $i$ to vertex $j$ of graph $C$. Synthesis of optimal graphs with minimal diameter is a fundamental problem of graph theory. For some types of circulants ($C\left( {N;D,D + 1} \right),$ for example), formulas are known for the optimal circulants calculating \[[@bib18], [@bib19]\]; for others -- the software to find them is developed \[[@bib20]\]. Some circulant graphs subclasses like ring circulants $C\left( {N;1,s_{2}} \right)$ \[[@bib14]\], where the first generator equals 1, and multiplicative circulants $MC\left( {s,k} \right) = C\left( {s^{k};1,s,s^{2},\ldots,s^{k - 1}} \right)$ \[[@bib16], [@bib21]\] are not always extremely optimal, but they have a number of useful properties for using them as topologies for NoCs.

Work \[[@bib14]\] shows that circulants (at equal costs of connective resources) have less diameter and average distance in comparison with torus and mesh. There are optimal circulant graphs for any number of vertices with no reduction in their effectiveness. Thus, circulant graphs are the promising topological basis for NoC development to improve NoC characteristics (in comparison with mesh and torus topologies) which keep, simultaneously, regularity of networks and dimension of routers.

3. Study area {#sec3}
=============

3.1. Routing in two-dimensional circulants {#sec3.1}
------------------------------------------

Due to the fact that circulant topologies have a regular structure, routing in them is not as difficult as, for example, in irregular networks \[[@bib22]\]. Nevertheless, the development of optimal algorithms that would minimize the time of delivery of packages to the destination nodes is required. With reference to NoCs, communication between nodes can be broadcasting, gossiping and point-to-point.

### 3.1.1. Broadcasting and gossiping in two-dimensional circulants {#sec3.1.1}

The first two types are mainly relevant for homogeneous parallel computing systems \[[@bib23]\], where broadcasts from one control node to all the others (broadcasting) or from all the nodes to all the nodes (gossiping) are common; for example, to configure a network and define its structure which may change dynamically. The peculiarity of such exchanges is that the broadcast packets are simply transmitted along the chain from one node to all the neighboring ones, and so on until they reach all the nodes of the network. It is enough to ensure that one packet, once in the same node several times, is not perceived as a new one every time, as well as the lifetime of the packets in the network, so that they are not transmitted infinitely. Such packet exchange processes are mainly described using communication models and are well studied for circulant networks. For example, in \[[@bib19]\] a shouting model is presented, according to which each vertex exchanges with its neighbors only once. To eliminate packet duplication at each transit vertex, routing is performed on the basis of the spanning tree with the shortest paths centered at this vertex. Thus, the delivery time of packages is equal to the diameter of the graph.

For NoCs, the shortest path tree is rather redundant in each router, so one can use algebraic approaches to save resources \[[@bib24]\]; in work \[[@bib25]\] it was shown that for a simplified one-port model (whispering model), when one node at a time can exchange with only one neighboring node, the broadcasting time does not exceed the diameter value +2.

The gossiping task is more complicated, but in general it is also solved by distributing approaches for broadcasting to all the network nodes. For the particular case of two-dimensional circulants called Gaussian networks, the work \[[@bib24]\] proposed a fast algorithm for all-to-all broadcast which was applied to NoCs using additional buffers in routers \[[@bib26]\] and was improved in \[[@bib27]\].

For another particular case of two-dimensional circulants \[[@bib28]\], the problem was solved in \[[@bib29]\] by constructing optimal trees for translational exchanges, and in \[[@bib30]\], the *i*-port model ($i \leq 4$) for the graphs of type $C\left( {N;D,D + 1} \right)$ was presented.

### 3.1.2. Point-to-point communication in two-dimensional circulants {#sec3.1.2}

The most important communication problem for any network is the organization of point-to-point communication between two vertices. The most universal and well-known algorithm for finding the shortest path between two vertices is the Dijkstra algorithm \[[@bib31]\]. It has complexity $\text{O}\left( n^{2} \right)$ and is redundant for circulant graphs. Therefore, for various subclasses of two-dimensional circulants, there is a number of developments in routing algorithms. Thus, in \[[@bib32]\] an algorithm of complexity $\text{O}\left( D \right),\text{where}D -$diameter, was proposed for ring circulants. The issues of pair exchanges in multiplicative circulants are considered in \[[@bib9], [@bib16]\]. For optimal graphs of type $C\left( {N;D,D + 1} \right)$, as well as $C\left( {N;1,2D + 1} \right)$, in work \[[@bib33]\], a method for constructing spanning trees was proposed.

A universal algorithm for any two-dimensional circulants, having $\text{O}\left( D \right)$ complexity and ensuring that the packet reaches the destination node in $l = \text{O}\left( D \right)$ steps, is given in \[[@bib24]\]. Another work \[[@bib34]\] presented an algorithm for finding a shortest path between two vertices of any weighted undirected and directed two-dimensional circulant graph. It requires $\text{O}\left( \text{log}N \right)$ arithmetic steps and its total bit complexity is $\text{O}\left( \text{log}^{3}N \right)$. But the work \[[@bib19]\], where it is given a description of the algorithm for finding paths in the graphs $C\left( {N;D,D + 1} \right)$ which have complexity $\text{O}\left( 1 \right)$ and guarantee finding of the optimal path, is of much interest.

### 3.1.3. Problems of routing in networks-on-chip based on circulant topologies {#sec3.1.3}

Despite the fact that there are already quite a few different algorithms for routing in circulant networks, there are quite a few limitations determined by the fact that they are to be applied to NoCs. The problem of NoCs is that the communication subsystem in them often occupies tens of percent of the chip area \[[@bib35]\], and power consumption may reach 36 % \[[@bib36]\].

It may be of interest (in the context of the above) to use the interval routing method in circulant networks described in works \[[@bib37], [@bib38]\]. This approach allows storing routing tables in a compact form ($\text{O}\left( \text{log}N \right)$ bits each) in every vertex of the graphs of type $\left( {N;1,s_{2}} \right)\text{and}C\left( {N;1,2D + 1} \right)$ . Moreover, like any algorithm, based on the routing tables, complexity of the routing algorithm is equivalent to $\text{O}\left( 1 \right)$. However, this approach still does not solve the problem, since there is a need to develop routing algorithms implemented as RTL state machine in routers for NoCs. RAM blocks, DSP blocks and ALMs utilization should be minimized. In this case, there is no need to calculate the entire path of the packet, but calculate the port number to which the packet should be sent so that it can reach the destination node. This makes it possible to significantly simplify the structure of the NoC router.

4. Design {#sec4}
=========

4.1. Description of the routing algorithm for $C\left( N;\ D,\ D + 1 \right)$ circulants {#sec4.1}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

It was first proven in \[[@bib39]\] and then confirmed once again in \[[@bib18]\] that circulants with a parametric description of $C\left( {N;D,D + 1} \right)$ are optimal in diameter and average distance; finding parameter $D$ is performed according to formula:$$C\left( {N;D,D + 1} \right),\text{where}D = \sqrt{N/2} - 1,N > 2$$

Unlike circulants $C\left( {N;1,s_{2}} \right)$, in circulants $C\left( {N;D,D + 1} \right)$, in order to pass to the neighboring node, it is necessary to take 2 hops (first, along generator $s_{2}$, then back along $s_{1}$). Let\'s call them "single" hops ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). "Single" hops are made as follows: along $s_{2}$, it is necessary to go towards the top; along $s_{1}$ -- to the opposite side. If hops to only neighboring nodes are made, and the whole cycle is gone through in a similar way, exactly $2N$ hops will be required, that is why it is necessary to consider situations so that it could be avoided.

Any calculations of the distance between the final and initial node in this type of circulants are reduced to the following formula:$$hops = \left| x \right| + \left| y \right|,length = x \bullet s_{1} + y \bullet s_{2}$$where $x,y \in \text{Z}$, $hops$ -- number of hops required to pass from the initial node to the final node along generators $s_{1}$ and $s_{2}$;$length$ -- internodal distance.

For convenience of description of the algorithm, we introduce the notion of clockwise motion. At the first step of the algorithm, it is calculated in which direction the packet is required to be sent and how many hops are required. To do this, subtract index of the end node from index of the initial node. If the distance value turns out to be negative, it is necessary to choose a counterclockwise motion and take absolute value of resulting distance. If this number is greater than half of the network nodes, then, according to the algorithm, it is necessary to turn in the opposite direction and calculate the distance taking this direction into account.

After calculating the length and direction, it is necessary to determine which of the generators is required to take a hop. Trivial choice is in the case when the distance is divided by one of the generators without a residue [(3)](#fd3){ref-type="disp-formula"}. From this, it follows that it is necessary to choose the next vertex, based on the sum or difference of index of the current node and value of the selected generator. The exception is the situation when the length exceeds the product of values of the two generators. In this case, the path can be considered to be optimal in distance:$$hops = length/\text{s}_{1}\ \text{or}\ hops = length/s_{2}$$

If the current distance does not meet above mentioned conditions, it is necessary to consider cases when it is possible to get as close as possible to the end node by choosing hops for one or another generators. This strategy can give a better result than the use of "single" hops. The next assumption is that the number of hops required to cover the distance $n \bullet s_{1}$ and $n \bullet s_{2}$ will be equal to $n$, since nothing prevents to choose one or another vertex. Suppose $n$ is an integer division of the distance by $s_{1}$; in this case, the number of hops will be equal to $n$, if the distance does not exceed the value of $n \bullet s_{2}$.$$n \bullet s_{1} \leq length \leq n \bullet s_{2}$$where $n = length/s_{1}$ -- integer.

This condition is well suited for finding a path if the distance does not exceed $s_{1} \bullet s_{2},$ and the number of hops required can cover the distance. It should be taken into account the previously introduced restriction that the distance should not exceed half of the number of nodes.

Consider the statement that there is a possibility to pass the distance in $n + 1$ hops (where $1$ is not a "single" hop, but an additional hop along generator $s_{1}$; $n$ is the integer from dividing distance by $s_{2}$). However, the following condition must be observed:$$length/s_{2} + length\text{\%}s_{2} \geq s_{1}$$

Under this condition, it will be necessary to choose $s_{1}$ until $length\ \%\ s_{2} > 0$. After this, the algorithm will move along $s_{2}$.

To implement the algorithm, it is necessary to choose one of the two above conditions.

Consider a case that does not fit all the above conditions. It turns out that if we go along one or another generator, the remaining distance (in this case, $length < s_{1}$) must be reached by "single" hops. In some cases, the optimal strategy is to take an additional hop in order to avoid unnecessary "single" hops. Taking generator $s_{1}$ as the basic one, the formula for finding the need to take an additional hop will be as follows:$$length < \left| length–s_{1} \right|$$

If the condition is true, then an additional hop is taken along generator $s_{1}$.

We introduce another condition that the distance is not greater than $s_{2}$; it needs to be checked in order to avoid extra "single" hops, since there may be a situation when the calculated distance will be longer in a particular range. For example, in this case:$$n \cdot s_{2} < X < s_{1}/2 < Y < \left( n + 1 \right) \cdot s_{1}$$where $X$ -- non-optimal value of the distance, if the algorithm moves along $s_{1}$ first and then does "single" hops; $Y$ -- the same with $s_{2}$, respectively.

Thus, to determine which generator is worth choosing, one must perform the following steps for each generator:1.Calculate the division of the current distance by generator. The residue will be considered to be the remaining distance ($last\_ length$); the integer -- the number of hops taken.2.Check the condition ($last\_ length < \left| last\_ length–s_{1} \right|$); if it is satisfied -- 1 hop is taken, if not -- 0 hops.3.When a hop is taken in the previous step, the number of remaining hops is calculated as $\left| last\_ length–s_{1} \right| \cdot 2$; otherwise --$2 \cdot last\_ length$.4.Sum hops of the previous three stages of algorithm.

The obtained sums for two generators must be compared. If it turns out that $s_{1}$ sum is less than $s_{2}$ sum the hop along $s_{1}$ is taken; otherwise -- along $s_{2}$.

For the operation of the algorithm, the head fleet should contain the number of the destination node. The load on the packet for $N$ nodes in the network is calculated by the following formula:$$\left. P = \left\lceil \text{log} \right._{2}N \right\rceil$$

In the router, it is necessary to store its number in the network, the total number of routers in the network, as well as length of small generator ($D$). Thus, the size of the stored data in the router can be estimated using the following formula:$$M_{base} = 2 \bullet \left\lceil \log_{2}N \right\rceil + \left\lceil \log_{2}\frac{N}{2} \right\rceil + 2$$where $\left\lceil \log_{2}N \right\rceil$ -- memory (in bits) to store the sequence number of the router and the total number of routers in the network;$\left\lceil \log_{2}\frac{N}{2} \right\rceil$ -- memory (in bits) to store generator $D$;$2$ -- memory (in bits) for storing generators selection flags for transmitting the packet to the next node.

We store only generator $D$, since the second generator, based on the parametric description of this type of circulants, can be easily calculated as $D + 1$, and storing it does not make sense. Also, to store the value of generator $D$, exactly $\left\lceil \log_{2}\frac{N}{2} \right\rceil$ bits is required, since generator $D$ is guaranteed to be less than half of number of nodes which follows from the symmetry of circulant graphs.

5. Calculation {#sec5}
==============

For the proposed algorithm to work, it is necessary to store intermediate data for calculations, so total size of the stored data by router can be estimated using the formula:$$M_{alg} = M_{base} + 2 \bullet \left\lceil \log_{2}N \right\rceil + 3 \bullet \left\lceil \log_{2}\frac{N}{2} \right\rceil + 2$$

To get the total amount of data stored in the network it is necessary to multiply $M_{alg}$ by the number of routers in the network.

Based on the above formulas, values of the data, stored in the network (in bits), were theoretically obtained ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).Table 1Memory resources (in bits) taken by the algorithm for circulants of type $C\left( {N;D,D + 1} \right)$.Table 1CirculantNumber of nodesDiameter1 router, bitsWhole network, bits$C\left( 9;2,3 \right)$9228252$C\left( 16;2,3 \right)$16328448$C\left( 25;3,4 \right)$253401000$C\left( 36;4,5 \right)$364481728$C\left( 49;4,5 \right)$495482352$C\left( 64;5,6 \right)$646483072$C\left( 81;6,7 \right)$816564536$C\left( 100;7,8 \right)$1007565600Figure 2Memory resources taken by the algorithms for considered two-dimensional circulants.Figure 2Figure 3Dependence of memory, consumed by algorithms, on network size.Figure 3Figure 4Dependence of ALM blocks, consumed by algorithms, on network size.Figure 4

Thus, it can be concluded that the required number of bits for storing routing information in $C\left( {N;D,D + 1} \right)$ circulants is fully consistent with the current characteristics of modern chips, for example, Cyclone V5CGXFC9A6U19I7 \[[@bib40]\].

6. Experimental results {#sec6}
=======================

6.1. Comparison with routing algorithms for two-dimensional circulants of other types {#sec6.1}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### 6.1.1. Algorithms for circulants of type $\mathbf{C}\left( {\mathbf{N};1,\mathbf{s}_{2}} \right)$ {#sec6.1.1}

For circulants of type $C\left( {N;1,s_{2}} \right)$ \[[@bib13]\], several routing algorithms were proposed \[[@bib14]\]. The first algorithm (Table routing algorithm) implements routing using special tables that store pre-calculated information about the next hop to deliver the packet to the desired network node. The table is stored in a distributed manner -- only the part responsible for routing from a given node is stored in each router. In fact, implementation of such an algorithm is the simple finite-state machine. The input of the algorithm receives the number of the destination node stored in the address field of the head flit package. From the routing table, by the destination node number, a value, that indicates which port of the router the incoming packet should be sent to, is selected. The load on the packet for circulants $C\left( {N;1,s_{2}} \right)$ is similar to the developed above algorithm (8). Total amount of memory, needed to implement the algorithm, can be estimated by the formula:$$M_{table} = N^{2} \bullet \left\lceil \log_{2}p \right\rceil$$where $\left\lceil \log_{2}p \right\rceil$ -- memory (in bits) to store the port number of the router;$p$ -- number of router ports ($p = 4$ for two-dimensional circulants).

The Table routing algorithm is universal and suitable for any topology, but at the same time, amount of memory, consumed for its implementation, grows in quadratic dependence on the number of nodes \[[@bib14]\].

The second algorithm (Clockwise routing algorithm) implements an iterative calculation of route of the source node to the destination node. Each router calculates only 1 next routing hop. The load on the package also coincides with the developed algorithm. For Clockwise routing algorithm to work, each router needs to store several values characterizing the graph used. The size of stored data can be estimated by the formula:$$M_{clockwise} = N\text{*}{\left( {\left\lceil \log_{2}N \right\rceil + \left\lceil \log_{2}\frac{N}{2} \right.} \right\rceil)}$$where $\left\lceil \log_{2}N \right\rceil$ -- memory (in bits) to store the number of routers in the network;$\left\lceil \log_{2}\frac{N}{2} \right\rceil$ -- memory (in bits) to store generator $s_{2}$.

The algorithm works as follows: first, the next hop direction is determined; it coincides with, or is opposite to the direction of clockwise movement. If the difference between the source and destination nodes of the packet is greater than $N/2$, then direction of transmission of the packet is selected clockwise; otherwise -- counterclockwise. After selecting the direction of movement, the packet is transmitted along the larger generator towards the receiver node until the difference between the nodes is smaller than the size of the larger generator. After that, reaching the destination node along single generators occurs. This algorithm is not optimal because of the number of hops relative to diameter of the network. The termination criterion for a packet is a zero value in address field of the head flit.

The third algorithm (Adaptive routing algorithm) is an improvement of the previous algorithm, while it finds the optimal route relative to the network diameter. The size of the data, stored by the algorithm, can be estimated by the formula:$$M_{adaptive} = N\text{*}\left( {2\text{*}\left\lceil \log_{2}N \right\rceil + \left\lceil \log_{2}\frac{N}{2} \right\rceil} \right)$$where $\left\lceil \log_{2}N \right\rceil$ -- memory (in bits) to store the router number and number of routers in the network;$\left\lceil \log_{2}\frac{N}{2} \right\rceil$ -- memory (in bits) to store generator $s_{2}$.

In order for the algorithm to calculate all the data in a non-negative form, first, the sequence of transferring node numbers to the main block of the algorithm is selected. This possibility arises due to the fact that the graph is undirected and vertex-transitive as well \[[@bib41]\]. Then it is calculated how many hops needed to be done along the larger generator to the destination node. Two options are considered: if a transition was made via the destination node or not. Then, the number of "single hops" to be taken to get to the destination node is added to the obtained values. Such calculations are done both when moving clockwise or counterclockwise. Then it is checked which variant has fewer hops.

Also, in this algorithm, the notion of "cycle" is introduced. A cycle is understood as such a movement along the greater generator which leads to the passage via the node of the reference point of the cycle. Thus, there are two additional variants of possible movement along the larger generator. As a result, the packet is transmitted in the direction for which calculations reached the minimum required number of hops to the destination node.

### 6.1.2. Routing algorithms for circulants of type$MC\ \left( s,\ k \right)$ {#sec6.1.2}

For circulants of type $MC\left( {s,k} \right)$ \[[@bib16]\], a specialized algorithm \[[@bib21]\], which takes into account the geometric features of multiplicative circulants -- lengths of generators being degrees from $0$ to $k - 1$ with the base $s$, was proposed. The number of destination node is also transmitted in the address field. The size of stored data in the network for can be calculated by the formula:$$M_{MC{({s,k})}} = N \cdot \left( {\left\lfloor \text{log}_{2}N \right\rfloor + \left\lceil \text{log}_{2}N \right\rceil + k \cdot \left( {\left\lfloor \text{log}_{2}s^{k - 1} \right\rfloor + 1} \right) + 3 \cdot \left\lceil \text{log}_{2}k \right\rceil + 2} \right)$$where $\left\lfloor {\text{log}_{2}N} \right\rfloor + 1$ -- memory to store the number of routers in the network;$\left\lceil {\text{log}_{2}N} \right\rceil$ -- memory to store the router number;$k \bullet \left( {\left\lfloor {\text{log}_{2}s^{k - 1}} \right\rfloor + 1} \right)$ -- memory to store the array of generators;$\left\lceil {\text{log}_{2}k} \right\rceil$ -- memory to store the indices of generators and primary port of the router;$1$ -- memory to store the flag of primary port.

Algorithm can be described as follows \[[@bib21]\]: first, the current node number is recalculated, and the primary direction of packet transmission is selected (clockwise or counterclockwise). Then, the recalculated node number is compared with generators (starting from the larger generator), and the index of the first generator, which is greater than the recalculated node number, is recorded. Next, the comparison of results of displacement along the selected generator with the second remaining one is made. The generator, that is closest to the destination node, is chosen.

[Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} summarizes the results of theoretical calculations of consumed memory resources for routing algorithms in ring and multiplicative graphs.Table 2Memory resources (in bits) taken by the algorithm for circulants of type $C\left( {N;1,s_{2}} \right)$ and $MC\left( {s,k} \right)$.Table 2CirculantNumber of nodesTable routing algorithmClockwise routing algorithmAdaptive routing algorithmMultiplicative routing algorithm$C\left( 9;1,3 \right)$924372108243$C\left( 16;1,6 \right)$16768128192528$C\left( 25;1,5 \right)$251875250375825$C\left( 36;1,8 \right)$3638884326481404$C\left( 49;1,9 \right)$4972035888821911$C\left( 64;1,14 \right)$641228876811522496$C\left( 81;1,24 \right)$8119683113417013159$C\left( 100;1,18 \right)$10030000140021004500

Thus, it can be noted that Table routing uses many times more memory than all the algorithms considered earlier. The algorithm, developed for $C\left( N;\ D,\ D + 1 \right)$ circulants, uses a comparable amount of resources with $MC\left( s,\ k \right)$, and it is several times larger than the Clockwise routing and Adaptive routing algorithms. The use of the Adaptive routing algorithm is better than Clockwise routing, because it has greater efficiency \[[@bib14]\].

Theoretical calculations of memory usage for the implementation of all considered algorithms are presented in the cumulative diagram ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, Tables [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Full supplementary data are provided in [Appendix 1 (Fig. A1--A5, Tables A1--A5)](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}.

6.2. Testing of routing algorithms for circulants of various types {#sec6.2}
------------------------------------------------------------------

The approbation of the proposed algorithm for circulants of type $C\left( {N;D,D + 1} \right)$, was carried out on FPGA Cyclone V5CGXFC9A6U19I7 \[[@bib40]\] of Intel FPGA (Altera). Routers were implemented in Verilog. For testing, we selected optimal circulants of type $C\left( {N;D,D + 1} \right)$ with the number of nodes defined by the formula $N = m^{2}$, where $N$ -- number of nodes of the network, $m$ -- natural number. This restriction on selection of graphs is justified by the possibility of comparing the resources occupied by algorithms for different topologies of circulants, as well as comparing with optimal mesh and torus topologies having the same number of nodes.

On the graph of theoretical calculation of the used memory for storing network data and the graph of simulation results, one can notice a discrepancy of 20--30 % in increasing the used memory. This discrepancy between the calculations occurs due to the use of additional logic for testing the network operation on FPGA for whose simulation logical and memory resources are also needed.

For the proposed algorithm, a comparison on the resources, occupied by algorithms for circulant topologies and other parametric descriptions, was made. Since circulants, considered in the paper, are two-dimensional circulants $C\left( {N;D,D + 1} \right)$, $C\left( {N;1,s_{2}} \right)$ and $MC\left( {s,k} \right)$ were also chosen for comparison. It should be noted that while the circulants $C\left( {N;D,D + 1} \right)$ were selected for simulation not only by the number of nodes, but also with a minimum diameter and average distance between nodes (optimal ones), the topology with descriptions $C\left( {N;1,s_{2}} \right)$ and $MC\left( {s,k} \right)$ was not always optimal.

This study did not analyze the bandwidth capability and the average packet delivery delay in the network achieved using these algorithms, since it required that modeling using special models \[[@bib42], [@bib43], [@bib44]\] be carried out which is a rather time-consuming procedure and is subject for separate consideration. Indirectly, one can evaluate these parameters by how much the optimal path for the packets provides the algorithm. In this case, all algorithms except Clockwise are optimal \[[@bib18], [@bib21], [@bib39]\] therefore, it can be argued that their timing parameters will be close, although this requires further study.

The results can be presented as summary (Figures [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; full data are provided in [Appendix 2: Figures B1--B10, Tables B1--B5)](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}:

The obtained experimental data confirm the theoretical calculations, which allows using them for networks with a large number of nodes. The proposed algorithm for circulants $C\left( {N;D,D + 1} \right)$ is worse than Adaptive routing and the algorithm for multiplicative circulants on consumed registers, but it is better at ALM blocks. Moreover, the Adaptive routing algorithm needs to add additional logic to eliminate loops with an increase in the number of nodes \[[@bib14]\], which greatly affects the resources consumed, and on a scale of thousands of nodes, the difference from the proposed algorithm for consumed registers will be less, and this resource itself is much less important than ALM blocks. Also $C\left( {N;D,D + 1} \right)$ circulants themselves, for some orders, have better characteristics \[[@bib14]\], and they are more universal, since their description is given by a formula and does not require a special search procedure \[[@bib20]\], while multiplicative circulants exist only for a certain number of nodes \[[@bib21]\].

7. Conclusion {#sec7}
=============

Based on results of the comparison of algorithms, it can be noted that the algorithm for circulants of type $C\left( {N;D,D + 1} \right)$ with almost the same use of logical resources of the chip uses considerably less registers for storing values than the adaptive algorithm for circulants of type $C\left( {N;1,s_{2}} \right)$. The algorithm for multiplicative circulants with parametric descriptions $MC\left( {s,k} \right)$ uses several times fewer resources than the algorithm for circulants of type $C\left( {N;D,D + 1} \right)$, but it has restrictions on the number of network nodes for which it can be used, and also the multiplicative circulants themselves are not always optimal.

If it is necessary to minimize the consumption of logical resources, Table routing algorithm shall preferably be used. But this choice leads to a sharp increase in memory usage for data storage. The use of multiplicative circulants can be a good solution, since it leads to average costs of both logical and memory resources; it also overcomes the shortcomings described earlier.

Thus, in case of consideration of two-dimensional circulants in general, the use of circulants $C\left( {N;D,D + 1} \right)$ is the most universal solution, and the developed routing algorithm expands the possibilities of using such topologies for building NoCs with more than hundreds of nodes.
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